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Masterpiece now provides a masterclass for
combining art market excellence with art world
glamour
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FEW could argue that
Masterpiece, the high spot of the
London Summer Season, is not

I mention elsewhere that London Art Week has quickly
become one of the big attractions of the Summer Season and
the core of the initiative is the scale and quality of dealer
exhibitions around Mayfair and St. James’s.
Among the 50 specialist participants there are this year more
dedicated exhibitions than ever before and these include
important shows worth a closer look. Fine art from Uccello
and Tintoretto to Modigliani and Duchamp dominates but
other ﬁelds covered include ancient arms and armour, 16th
century stained glass and ancient Greek coins.
Just a sample of dealer shows includes ‘Deities and Daily Life’
at Mayfair antiquities expert Charles Ede, ‘Of Gods and Men’
at Daniel Katz, ‘Antique Inspiration’ at Tomasso Brothers,
‘Dutch Flower Pieces 1607-1814 and Aspects of British
Impressionism’ at Richard Green and ‘Classicism Reimagined:
Master Paintings and Sculpture 1700-1900’ at Lullo
Pampoulides.

now one of the world’s very top
fairs. It has reached this status in a
relatively short time since it was
launche...
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London Art Week proves a big draw around Mayfair
and St. James’s
NOW an established facet of the London Summer Season
London Art Week is held around some 50 galleries in
Mayfair and St. James’s from July 1 to 8, and this year with a
preview on June 30. ...

Andreas Pampoulides and Andrea Lullo launch their new
gallery at 33 Cork Street, W1 on June 30 with their exhibition.
Trinity Fine Art hold an exhibition ‘From Wax to Bronze-
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Trinity Fine Art hold an exhibition ‘From Wax to BronzeThemes and Materials in Sculpture’ at their Bruton Street,
Mayfair gallery and it features the splendid terracotta
‘Bacchus’ we picture. The sculpture is from 16th century
Florence and is attributed to the intriguingly titled Master of
the Unruly Children.
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Oceanic art goes contemporary in Basel
OFTEN when discussing the
crossover appeal of different
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disciplines it is observed that
contemporary and ethnographic
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art have a mutual appeal with
collectors. And one can readily understand how th...

Jorge Welsh toasts drinking vessels from the Orient
in his Kensington gallery
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KENSINGTON Oriental art dealer

Hindman goes global with a rare mix of business and the bookish

Jorge Welsh seldom misses the
big occasion and often joins the

Olympia gets a big boost from the Windy City

celebrations with always
worthwhile exhibitions at his

Sublime ancient bronzes and strange spiders spin their web in the shadow of Prince Albert

galleries in London and Lisbon. He is giving ...

Hindman goes global with a rare mix of business and
the bookish
WHEREAS the academic and the
commercial worlds are not always
easy bedfellows the art trade is a
notable exception. I was reminded
of this when Les Enluminures,
eminent international dealers in ...

Olympia gets a big boost from the Windy City
BY far the most venerable of the
three summer fairs is Olympia,
now rebranded as simply The Art
& Antiques Fair, Olympia.
Whereas Art Antiques London and
Masterpiece were both launched in 2010 ...

Sublime ancient bronzes and strange spiders spin
their web in the shadow of Prince Albert
For a period each year the
international art world spotlight
falls on one city which hosts major
fairs, auctions and dealer shows.
In the opening months of the year
New York takes the limelight and...
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Looking for quality? We offer excellence…
From Old Masters to Picasso, from Louis XVI silverware to Art Deco cutlery, what you will ﬁnd on MasterArt is a cut above the rest. Search now over 16,000 works of
art from the world’s ﬁnest art dealers, determined to present the most exquisite and exclusive masterpieces from Ancient Art to Modern Art.

Arms & Armour | Classical & Egyptian antiquities | Collectibles | Decorative Arts & Design | Furniture | Icons |
Illuminated manuscripts and medieval works of art | Jewellery | Maps & Globes | Marine & Scientific Instruments | Oriental and Asian Art |
Paintings, Drawings & Prints | Photography | Rare Books | Sculpture | Silver | Textiles | Tribal Art | Western Porcelain & Pottery | Works of Art
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